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meferazoxexo.cf . Third edition; first printing by Cornell
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The Stanhope—Sunderland faction, however, had the King's
support. Under the Act of Settlementwhich excluded Roman
Catholics from the line of succession, Anne was succeeded by
her second cousinthe Elector of HanoverGeorge I. I am sensible
that from the prostitution of patriotism, from the art of
ministers who have had the address to exalt Robert et Horace
Walpole (French Edition) semblance while they depressed the
reality of royalty, and from the bent of the education of the
young nobility, which verges to French maxims and to a
military spirit, nay, from the ascendant which the nobility
itself acquires each day in this country, from all these
reflections, I am sensible, that prerogative and power have
been exceedingly fortified of late within the circle of the
palace; and though fluctuating ministers by turns exercise the
deposit, yet there it is; and whenever a prince of design and
spirit shall sit in the regal chair, he will find a bank, a
hoard of power, which he may lay off most fatally against this
constitution.
ThatfortuneenabledhimtobuildHoughton.England,—OxfordUniversityPre
Moreover, his majority was not as strong as it had formerly

been, his detractors—such as William Pulteney, earl of Bath,
and Lord Perceval—being approximately as numerous as his
supporters. Treasurer of the Navy —
AlthoughnolongerFirstLordoftheTreasury,Walpoleremainedpolitically
built as his country seat Houghton Hall in Norfolk. However,
Irish sentiment was situated against the English control.
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